THE DRIVEN
PROCESS:
YOUR GUIDE
TO PERSONAL
FINANCIAL
PLANNING

By Rick Vazza, CFA, CFP®

As a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional, I conduct comprehensive
financial planning for individuals and families.
You wouldn’t be alone in asking, what exactly is “comprehensive financial
planning?”
In this guide, I outline what I’ve developed to be:

The Driven Process
Through this successful process, we form a collaborative partnership that
develops and optimizes financial decisions around the following 7 key areas (click
any area to jump to its respective section):

Cash Flow Planning
Financial Freedom
Investment Planning and Management
Tax Planning
Risk Planning
Estate Planning
Education Planning
Importantly, financial planning cannot be conducted in a vacuum.
The Driven Process leverages the expertise of other key advisors who typically
include lawyers, accountants and insurance professionals to name a few.
The financial planner must collaborate closely with these subject matter experts
through the financial planning process to ensure all aspects of our clients'
financial lives are addressed.
The goal of this guide is to provide exposure to these 7 key area so that you can
see what goes into creating a comprehensive, personal financial plan.
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Cash Flow Planning
The Typical Cash Flow Process:

Salary

Checking Account

Bills

Savings Account
(whatever's left)

Most people have reactive cash flow.
Savvy savers may start to see their savings account grow. Then, they might send
a little of that savings to an investment account, a little more to the college fund,
and spend some on travel.
It's all a very manual process that begs the question,

Am I On Track?
Being reactive like this typically leaves people playing defense with their money concerned over how much they are spending and never quite confident that they
are appropriately funding their goals.
I've always found clients prefer the empowerment of spending their money guiltfree after knowing they are adequately funding the goals that are most important
to them.
The best way to achieve this empowerment is to develop a system and automate
as much of the process as possible.
That's why at Driven Wealth Management, we use the bucket approach to help
clients develop a strategic cash flow system that automatically sends money to
the different accounts that align with their most important goals. The bucket
approach moves our clients from a reactive cash flow process to an intentional
system that assigns purpose to every dollar our clients earn.
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Cash Flow Planning
The Bucket Approach Hierarchy To Saving
Excess Cash Flow:
Salary

401(k) match

High interest debt

Emergency fund

Health Savings Account (HSA)

Roth IRA or backdoor Roth

Additional 401(k) contribution
Taxable investments for long-term goals

High yield savings for short-term goals
*Use multiple accounts for each goal

Guilt-free spending
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Cash Flow Planning
The Buckets Explained
While there is a lot going on in the previous page, the key phrase is
EXCESS CASH FLOW
Without excess cash flow, we can't save toward any of these important areas. If
you are having trouble creating excess, I encourage you to develop a spending
plan that aligns your spending with your key priorities. We provide our clients
and course enrollees with a customizable spending plan template to help. You'll
likely be surprised by some unnecessary leaks you identify in your cash flow upon
review.

Why These Bukckets?
401(k) Account- Not all employers will match your 401(k) contribution. If they do,
it is important you take advantage. This "free" money is the equivalent of giving
yourself an immediate raise. A 401(k) provides helpful investment tax benefits.
High Interest Debt - Carrying a credit card balance can be disastrous for your
finances. Interest rates on balances can often be over 10%. You are unlikely to
"out earn" this interest by investing, and should address paying it off first.
Emergency Fund - Aim to start saving three months worth of your typical
monthly expenses in a boring, high yield savings account. If you have others
dependent on your income, try to get this savings to 6-12 months over time.
Health Savings Account (HSA) - Arguably the most tax advantaged account
available. Get a tax-deduction for contributions, invest tax deferred, and take
tax-free withdrawals for qualified medical expenses.
Roth IRA - Allows investments to grow tax-free after meeting qualifications.
Ability to withdraw contributions to your account without penalty. Income
limits for direct contributions and annual limits on contribution amount.
Taxable Investment Account - Ability to invest your money for the potential to
earn a higher return and reach your goals faster. Investing comes with risk and
is most effective when provided a long time frame. Taxed on gains and income.
High Yield Savings - Similar to a checking account but typically there is no brick
and mortar location. Savings from lack of locations are passed on through
higher interest rates. Effective for short-term savings.
Guilt Free Spending - Once your cash flow system is established and you know
you are adequately funding your major goals, enjoy the ability to spend what's
left in your checking account completely guilt free! You've earned it.
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Cash Flow Planning
The Bucket Approach In Practice
Just get started! Don't worry so
much about the percentages. Even
small amounts make a difference.
Over time, you will be able to
gradually increase the amounts
flowing into your buckets.

5%
401(k)
5%
Salary

HSA

2%

3%
Emergency

1%

Roth

Checking
1%

3%

80%
Brokerage

Bills and taxes
Downpayment

Travel
Guilt-Free

It looks like there are a lot of moving pieces here, but we really have five main groups:
Money taken out before your paycheck toward employee benefits - 401(k)/HSA
Money directed toward savings - Emergency fund/short term goals
Money directed toward growth and investing - Roth and taxable account
Money directed toward expenses - Needs
Money leftover for guilt-free spending - Wants
We work with clients to help identify their priorities and determine what % of every
dollar they earn should be flowing to which goal. And the best part? Once it's created
the process works automatically and we can simply continue to optimize the process
periodically!
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Financial Freedom
We see less people planning around retiring at a specific age. Instead, more people
are focusing their planning toward obtaining financial freedom.

What Is Financial Freedom?
When income from reliable sources is greater than the cost of your desired
lifestyle.

Income and
Pension, for
conservative
the lucky
withdrawals from
few
accumulated assets

Part-time
work

Social
Security

Lifestyle
expenses

Expenses
Income

The financial planning process effectively prepares clients to transition into and
THROUGH the process of stepping away from full time employment.
Different strategies and investment styles will be appropriate for accumulating
assets and growing wealth than for distributing assets and preserving wealth. The
plan must account for this change in objectives.
Additionally, a proper transition goes beyond the numbers.
Any financial advisor that has helped clients transition into retirement knows
that many clients have emotional difficulties with this transition. This is
especially true with business owners and high level executives that have derived
significant self worth through their work. It is important to prepare for this
transition well in advance. "I'm going to start _______ when I retire" should cause
concern. If you are just starting, there is chance you won't find the fulfillment you
expect. Our job is to help clients prepare financially to explore other hobbies and
passions to make financial freedom one of the greatest periods of their lives.
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Financial Freedom
Financial Freedom In Practice
A lot of financial planning, and the software used in planning, forecasts that
clients will withdraw the same dollar amount into and through retirement.
While we enjoy the benefits that planning software brings, we also understand
and account for its limitations. Assuming a client will maintain the exact same
distribution process through retirement fails to account for the planning
opportunities that can help clients more effectively enjoy retirement and
preserve their wealth.
That is why we prefer a dynamic withdrawal strategy. The ins and outs of this
strategy are beyond the scope of this e-guide, and plenty of academic research
has been written on the topic if you are interested in diving deep.
Suffice to say a dynamic withdrawal strategy accounts for our ability to be logical
- taking larger distributions during periods of investment growth, and tightening
the belt during periods of recessions or investment losses.

Common assets for
withdrawals and income

Withdrawals
and income from
investments

Business
partnership
distributions

Income
from rental
property

These types of assets, and the income they generate, will typically fluctuate with
the economy. A dynamic withdrawal strategy accounts for these fluctuations. For
example, a down market may mean foregoing the vacation in a year, while an
upmarket may mean taking one.
The inevitability of these economic fluctuations are another reason why it is
helpful to have essential expenses covered by guaranteed sources of income that
will be unaffected by economic cycles.
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Investment Planning
What Is Investment Planning?
In order to obtain financial freedom, we need to establish three vital buckets:
1. An emergency bucket that provides a cash cushion for unanticipated expenses
and events. Life happens.
2. An income bucket that provides cash flow to cover lifestyle expenses.
3. A growth bucket that provides the opportunity for our money to outpace
inflation and continue growing for future needs.
Investment planning properly aligns investments to account for these vital
buckets. It takes a holistic view of a client's assets and assigns intention and
purpose to the assets.
Emergency bucket - should be in a "boring" high yield savings account. If
nobody depends on your income to live - aim for 3-6 months of your typical
expenses to be set aside in the account. If people depend on your income, aim
for 6-12 months.
Income bucket - revisit needs versus wants in your spending plan. Aim to
have essential expenses covered by GUARANTEED sources of income pension, social security, and government bonds. This ensures financial
freedom through recessionary periods. Additionally, we account for nonguaranteed income such as rental income, bond interest, and dividends.
Growth bucket - over the long-term, a downturn in the stock market is not
your money's biggest threat. Inflation is. If your money does not have the
ability to outpace inflation, you will lose purchasing power over time. We've
all heard the stories of how grandpa used to ride the train for a nickel. As life
expectancies continue to increase, we need our money to last even longer. It
is essential to get your money working effectively.
Once we understand our buckets, we can determine how much money needs to be
in each bucket for the client to truly obtain financial freedom. We can then make
investment decisions more effectively by understanding which bucket the
investment impacts and how that bucket impacts the lifestyle the client is looking
to achieve. You can quickly see how we no longer worry about "beating the
market", but focus instead on "does the allocation provide for the client's lifestyle"
- a far more important measuring stick.
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Investment Management
Investment Planning vs Investment Management
Through our brief overview of investment planning, hopefully you can tell there is
more to the process than the popular media encouragement of "throw your money
in an index fund". Even then, investment planning is just the start.
Once we identify the buckets, we need a process to assess, make, and monitor
investments. We use the following investment management process to
strategically invest money for our clients. Investment management is an
additional service that we offer to compliment the financial planning process.
Research - should we be using BlackRock, Dimensional Funds, State Street,
Vanguard, or one of the many other options for our investments? Perhaps a
combination of these options?
Select - choosing which asset classes to invest in to provide the appropriate
amount of risk/return tradeoff. For example, instead of only investing in
large US companies, also investing in small US companies, or international
companies.
Monitor - has anything changed with the investment that requires a
change? For example, has anything changed at the company level? Manager
level? Has anything changed with the financial plan or client's lifestyle that
requires a change?

Rebalance - portfolios left unchecked can see their investment allocations
change dramatically, impacting risk levels . It is important to monitor and
rebalance the investments to maintain the investment exposures that were
initially identified as optimal for the client's desired lifestyle and objectives.

Taxes - many people, and even advisors, overlook the impact taxes have on
their financial decisions. All investment decisions should be evaluated on
their after-tax impact. Proper planning can help you manage taxes, defer
taxes, and even reduce taxes when conducted effectively.
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Tax Planning
What Is Tax Planning?
Importantly, tax planning is not the same as tax preparation and filing. We work
closely with accountants and do not replace them.
Effective tax planning requires viewing all financial decisions through an aftertax lens.
The following key decisions have significant tax ramifications:
Asset location - utilizing appropriate accounts, and appropriately moving
money between them, can be one of the most impactful financial tactics.
HSA, Roth or Traditional IRA, 401(k), trust, etc. These are just some of the
many accounts that can make an enormous impact.
Timing - it is important to understand the timing repercussions of financial
decisions. For our investments, there are benefits to holding long-term
before selling. For withdrawals, there are periods where it is beneficial to
withdraw from some accounts while delaying withdrawals from others.
Action - there are certain actions we can take with specific tax
ramifications. With our investments, we can choose to tax loss harvest in
order to defer taxation to different periods. Those of us who are charitably
inclined can choose to utilize a number of tax saving strategies at our
disposal.
The "gap years" between stepping away from full time employment and taking
required minimum distributions can be extremely effective tax planning years.
Diligent savers that have accumulated significant assets in pre-tax accounts
(such as 401(k)s, 403(b)s, or traditional IRAs) will face required minimum
distributions, now beginning at age 72, that when not planned for effectively, can
create a frustrating tax liability.
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Risk Planning
What Is Risk Planning?
An area of financial planning many of us don't like to think about, but
nonetheless is incredibly important.
Risk planning reviews current insurance coverages and identifies coverage
vulnerabilities. We do not sell insurance at DWM. Our job is to provide an
independent, unbiased assessment of current coverage and needs.
While many employers provide some level of insurance benefits to employees,
these levels are typically inadequate. Below are areas that often lack sufficient
coverage and may require purchasing a private policy:
Life insurance - it is often said life insurance is sold not bought.
Unfortunately, industry incentives make it common for people to purchase
expensive insurance they simply don't need. We believe the right life
insurance is critical and can often be obtained cost effectively.
Disability insurance - statistically speaking, we have a much higher
likelihood of becoming disabled than of dying prematurely. Despite this,
most people are under-covered on their disability insurance and focus more
heavily on their life insurance.
Home and auto - Especially amongst high net worth individuals, we come
across many people significantly under-covered with their home and auto
policies. These insurances are usually an after thought to the main home or
car purchase, and often people just choose the least expensive option.
Long-term care - Most people wait far too long to explore LTC coverage!
Many health experts now suggest you start looking at policies in your early
50's, well before premiums may start to increase sharply.
Health care - Our medicare system has been well described as swiss cheese.
The holes in medicare part A and B often need to be plugged through
supplemental insurance coverages. We coordinate with professionals to help
our clients assess and navigate these often confusing coverage challenges.
Umbrella - this comprehensive policy covers insurance claims beyond the
levels covered by your home and auto. This can be critical protection for
your assets and income, which can be at risk of claims without coverage.
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Estate Planning
What Is Estate Planning?
Unfortunately, the name doesn't help. A lot of people hear estate planning and
think, "I don't have an estate, must not be relevant to me..." This couldn't be
further from the truth. In its simplest form, estate planning creates a process that
allows you to decide what happens to your assets when you pass away. Not
having an estate plan provides your state of residence that right. Which would
you prefer?
"Well I have a will, don't they just follow that?" While a will is better than nothing,
you are still subjecting your heirs to the probate process which can be messy, time
consuming and expensive! For many people, a will just won't do. Below are the
common documents that are becoming more of a need to have than a nice to have:
Revocable living trust - any assets held in the name of the trust will avoid
probate, saving time, money, and stress. Additionally, you can still have
access to and receive income from your funds. Importantly, you do not need
to leave assets to heirs in one lump sum if you have spendthrift concerns.
Pour over will - even if you create a trust, you still need a will! This serves as
a catch all and typically includes a provision to spill anything not directly
titled into the trust.
Advanced medical directive - allows you to designate a healthcare proxy to
make decisions for you if for any reason you are not able to make them
yourself. Attention parents! You should look into getting this completed for
your children, especially if over age 18. Hospitals legally may not be able to
share information with you about your child.
Living will - contains written instructions if you want life-sustaining
procedures if you have been diagnosed with a terminal condition or in a
vegetative state. Having this document ensures your family members are
not faced with making this difficult decision against your wishes.
Financial power of attorney - durable POA goes into effect the moment you
sign. Springing POA goes into effect upon incapacitation. This document
allows you to name a trusted proxy to handle your financial affairs.
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Education Planning
Education - College Planning
Education planning takes two forms here at Driven Wealth Management and we
will cover both at high level in this guide.
First, we use education planning to describe the enormous planning endeavor
that is preparing for, and after, the cost of attending college. Student loans are
crippling many college graduates and even parents that have co-signed for loans.
We work with clients to effectively prepare and plan for what can potentially be a
multi-decade burden.
There are many college specific financial topics that are critical to understand
before and after moving forward with college decisions.
529 savings plan - contributions to a 529 plan can be invested tax free if the
proceeds are used for qualified education expenses. This tax benefit can lead
to thousands of dollars in savings.
Federal loans - with these loans, the U.S. Department of Education is your
lender. Benefits typically include fixed rates that are often lower than
private loans. They may offer more flexible repayment options and some
jobs qualify for special loan forgiveness provisions.
Private loans - offered through private lenders such as banks. These loans
are often used to fill a payment deficit after federal loans have been maxed
out. Typically, you will want to utilize federal options first.
Repayment programs - not all loans qualify, but many federal loans offer
various repayment options. We like to explore and compare repayment
options, but you should especially be aware of possibly qualifying for Public
Service Loan Forgiveness if you work in non-profit or public service.
Helpful resources:
Chart - https://studentaid.gov/understand-aid/types/loans/federal-vs-private
Before you borrow information - https://studentaid.gov/
Loan payoff resources - https://www.loanbuddy.us/
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Education Planning
Education - Wealth Transition Planning
"Fortune's Children: The Fall of The House Of Vanderbilt" by Arthur Vanderbilt II,
tells the sad story of the wealth destroyed by the once richest family in America.
Financial advisors rightfully point to the Vanderbilt's as examples that wealth
destruction can happen to anyone, no matter how rich you are.
In fact, studies consistently show that 70% of wealth is lost by the second
generation and 90% by the third. That is staggering!
How does this happen?
Recently, it was said to me that, we often prepare money for people,

But we don't prepare people for money.
This rings true for many families. And think about everything we have touched on
in this guide... All of it has been around the best ways to grow and prepare money
for people. Critically, we must also engage around being good stewards of that
wealth.
As the grandchild of a family who underwent wealth destruction first hand, I've
witnessed the difficulties that come with intergenerational wealth transfer and
this is why I am so passionate about this aspect of our financial planning process.
The cornerstone of wealth transition planning involves educating and planning
with the "next generation" to ensure they understand many of the critical
principles we have addressed in this guide.
A family with a plan and values around money has the highest potential of
making their wealth last and impacting society for the better.
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Thank You!
The Driven Process and Your Drive to
Financial Freedom
I hope you have found this guide and brief overview of our process informative. To
recap, the Driven process covers the following key areas:

Cash Flow Planning
Financial Freedom
Investment Planning and Management
Tax Planning
Risk Planning
Estate Planning
Education Planning
You are now armed with a bounty of financial planning information, but
information without action is useless! Please leverage this information to take
action and move yourself toward financial freedom.
If you need further assistance on your journey, be sure to explore our cost
effective courses and our one-on-one financial advisory services. You can find
more information, read our blog, and sign up for our newsletter at
www.DrivenWM.com. You can also contact us directly at info@DrivenWM.com or
by calling (619) 630 0660.
If you've found this guide helpful, please don't keep it a secret! Be sure to share
with other action takers like yourself that are looking to take control of their
financial future.
Thank you for reading,
Rick Vazza, CFA, CFP®
President, Driven Wealth Management
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